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Abstract: Human, their feeling and emotions and the possibility of transforming its knowledge in
the design of efficient and effective built environment has been undermined. T his paper presents
the s tudy of human en vironment rela tionship i n w aiting a reas of h ospitals. It ide ntifies t he
interaction of the physical character or attributes of the space to the emotion and perception of the
users. The st udy used t he free association method for da ta c ollection, and borrowed the feeling
dimensions from the “Kansei” engineering to associate with design intervention. The study was
conducted at 2 h ospitals in Penang involving four waiting areas and interview of 40 participants.
The results show that there are significant differences for the perceived effective qualities of the
selected w aiting a reas. The most de sired fee ling f or c reating affective values is the pleasant
quality w ith d esign a ttributes contributed by pleasant c olour schem es, natural ma terials fi nishes
and plantings.
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1.

Introduction

Built e nvironment cre ated based on the priority of s peed, e conomics, tech nology, im age and s tatus have
gradually dulled our sensitivities and our senses. Unconsciously we are becoming immune to the negative forces
of our built environment. The immunity may harm us in the long run. We end up feeling helpless in choice, in
the lack o f i t, ac cepting i ncongruence in the spe culatively b uilt e nvironment offered b y a sm all group of
privileged actors who are not the immediate users of the building and the spaces created, internal or otherwise.
Fast delivery, profit, technology, image and status have become the prime motivators of the built environment in
place of health, safety and comfort of the end users. Unless and until we design environment that is nourishing
for the people with less priority on material gains, the concept of affective design qualities may be far fetched.
To achieve an effective built environment, it is important to address the subjective needs and preferences of the
users especially in buildings of anthropozemic character and service oriented buildings such as in hospitals.
To be sustainable, places, buildings and spaces must be nourishing to people. One way to achieve this i s for
these built environments to function as a supporter for effective communication among individuals; individuals
and environment; and individuals and the Creator. A t the same time, it should also be able to avoid imposing
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unwanted c ommunications. According t o D ay [1], w e a ssociate spac es which allow effec tive c ommunication
with healthy spaces and the concept of health presupposes sickness.
Viewing en vironment as nourishing requires u s to a ddress t he issues b etween living an d lifeless sp aces, l iferenewing and life sapping spaces. The question is what kind of environment is appropriate to meet the needs of
human emotions, feeling, behaviour and interaction. Research in design of quality products have recognized that
quality goes beyond function and usage. It involves satisfying the users’ subjective quality needs and values [2,
3]. To fulfill these needs, researches have applied affective design resulting in emotions referred to as “Kansei”.
This s tudy b orrowed the a pproach to carry out re search on h uman-environment re lationship study of w aiting
areas in hospitals.
2.

Aim and Objective

The o verall ai m of t he st udy w as to m anage the psyc hological e xperiences o f t he hos pital users w aiting
experiences in the waiting area by creating a comfortable, pleasant and cozy environment for users while waiting
to see the d octors. It requ ired t he e xploration o f u sers’ em otional r esponses, the ir de sired re sponses and the
relationship between the physical attributes of the waiting areas and the emotional responses.
The re search strategy t o achieve the a im above foc used on h uman e nvironment relationship, i nvestigating t he
users’ experience and involved the patients, staff and visitors to determine their needs, experiences and opinions.
The objectives were:
1.

To reveal the different emotional responses of users in hospital waiting areas.

2.

To determine the desired affective value of the waiting area environment by the users from the design
point of view.

3.

To identify interactions between the attributes of the hospital waiting areas and the emotional responses
and how their influence should be changed if necessary.

3.

Methodology

The s tudy w as conducted as a prelim inary study to a pros pective co hort st udy. It i nvestigated the human
environment relationship, analyzing the different attributes of the design of the waiting areas in hospitals against
the response from the users, their feeling and perception of the place. Main methods of investigation comprised
of:
•

Reviewing previous research.

•

Conducting literature reviews.

•

Observation and information gathering of the sites.

•

Interviews with patients, visitors and staff. IN PRESS

Observations of the physical attributes of the waiting areas were taken. Notes and photographs were documented
to describe and show the conditions of the waiting areas. These data were used to correlate with the responses of
the u sers ga thered i n the interview sess ions. Ten a dult r espondents/users in ea ch of t he w aiting are as o f the
hospitals were randomly interviewed based on their willingness to participate.
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There are a number of psyc hological tools created to formally ana lyze people’s fe eling an d tools to for mally
analyze the physical at tributes o f a pl ace and h ow t hese different t ools are linked together [4]. Semantic
evaluation o f prod ucts an d env ironment i s one s ubjective tec hnique w hich r elies specifically on use rs’
perception, w hich uses Se mantic Differential Method (S DM) t o identify the sem antic o f s pace. A nother tool
which measures the subjective needs of users in a n environment involving preferences, behaviour and result in
emotions re ferred to a s “Kansei” in Jap anese is the “Kansei” Engineering. C ited from A yas et al., 20 08,
“Kansei” is de fined as “individual’s ps ychological fee ling and im age r esulting from a series of information
processes from a certain artifact, environment, or situation” [5]. Ayas study of h ospital waiting areas proposed
free a ssociation t o pro vide a dee per u nderstanding o f meanings o f de sign a ttributes for hum an fee lings. The
study borrowed the adjectives which describes attributes applied in the “Kansei” method.
3.1 Conducting the Study
The study selected two main public hospitals’ waiting areas based on th e criteria of willingness to pa rticipate,
practicality and representativeness, one representing the public hospital located in Penang Island, Hospital Pulau
Pinang, an old building in the city centre which underwent renovation and refurbishment works; and the other a
public hospital in the Peninsula Penang, Hospital Seberang Jaya which is a relatively new building compared to
the former, loc ated in the suburb. Wa iting ar eas fr om each o f the hospital, inc lusive o f the entrance, th e
reception, t he general w aiting a nd the o utpatient w aiting areas of t hese to h ospitals w ere obser ved. Tab le 1
shows the characteristics of the two waiting areas.
Table 1. Characteristics of Waiting
Hospitals

Waiting Areas

A. Hospital Pulau Pinang

AA. General/public
waiting areas.

AB. Outpatient
waiting areas.

B. Hospital Seberang Jaya

BA. General/public
waiting areas.

BB. Outpatient
waiting areas.

Design Characteristics of the Waiting Areas
Wide open long corridor, creamy white terrazzo
floor finishes, light coloured ceramic tile wall
finishes; low flat ceiling finished with suspended
asbestos free ceiling board; blue plastic and
timber strip benches linearly arranged in rows
against walls; naturally ventilated with additional
randomly placed ceiling and wall fans, ceiling
fluorescent lighting; notices and information
randomly placed; no interior design input.
Separated from the general waiting areas; light
coloured finishes, blue plastic and timber strip
benches arranged in sociofugal form.
A long open corridor; light coloured ceramic floor
tiles; a combination of flat and slope ceiling with
timber strip ceiling finishes below fluorescent
lighting; blue plastic and modern metal benches;
laminated timber and plaster and paint wall
finishes, gift shop and stationeries along corridor
next to the waiting areas.
Separated from the general waiting areas; pastel
coloured plastic seating, wall, screens and curtain;
adjustable windows; benches arranged in
sociofugal form; flat ceiling with suspended
asbestos free ceiling board; linoleum/rubber base
floor finishes. Air-conditioned environment.
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Fig. 1a.
Fig. 1a-1c:

Fig. 1b.

Fig.1c.

Hospital Pulau Pinang: Main Public Waiting Areas AA. Wai ting areas lack interior design input.
The waiting areas were part of a n ambiguously wide and lengthy corridor with low ceiling height
and randomly placed posters and information bulletins. Haphazard signage and paraphernalia can
create visual noise and stress from clutter.

Fig. 1d.
Fig. 1d-1f:

Fig. 1e.

Fig. 1f.

Hospital Pulau Pinang: Outpatient Waiting Areas AB. Enclosed outpatient waiting area with seats
arranged linearly in rows which does not encourage social interaction among users. The interior
was purely functional and lack aesthetic and coziness.

Fig. 2a.
Fig. 2a-2c:

Fig. 2b.

Fig. 2c

Hospital Seberang Jaya: Main Public Waiting Area BA.
There was an attempt to design the interior space but still lacks aesthetic input and coziness to the
feel. H owever c omparatively mor e com fortable tha t the pu blic w aiting are as in H ospital Pu lau
Pinang.

Fig.2d.

Fig.2e.
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Fig. 2d-2e:

Hospital Seberang Jaya: Outpatient Waiting Area BB.
The study witnessed an attempt to create a comfortable waiting area with the play of soft and pastel
colours for the walls, seats, curtain and screen. Mini artificial garden corner, though the attempt is
admirable but it created a lifeless environment due to the artificial plants used and its non strategic
location.

3.2 Data Collection
A f ace-to-face interview method o f c ollecting data wa s used to in vestigate the emotional responses of th e
patients, vi sitors and the st aff using the waiting are as of the h ospitals. Res pondents w ere e ncouraged t o
extensively express their feeling towards the waiting areas while waiting to see the doctor, or just accompanying
a member of the family or friends to see the doctor or while on duty, giving services to the patients and visitors
respectively. The interviews w ere con ducted only w ith those w ho were w illing t o p articipate. The s tudy
recorded the responses by taking notes and documented it in Microsoft Excel form in view of the relatively small
number of respondents (n = 40) in volved, since the research was conducted as a preliminary study. Approval
was requested and obtained from the ho spital authority before commencing with the data collection activities.
Table 2 presents the main interview questions.
Table 2. Interview questions used in the study and their corresponding research objectives.
Interview Questions ( Adopted from Ayas, 2008)

Research Objectives

1.

How do you feel in the waiting area?

1

2.

What important feelings would you like to get from a waiting area?

2

3.

How do you relate your important feelings to design features in a wait ing

3

area?

4.

Results

Two field assistant researchers managed to interview 40 adult users inclusive of patient, visitors and staff from
the four waiting areas of the two chosen hospitals over 3 weeks. 22 of the users were male and 18 of them were
female. The study chose not to categorize respondents according to gender and status whether patients, visitors
or staff, since the response from both gender and the various statuses, patients, visitors and staff do not differ in
their feelings towards the condition of the different waiting areas. Non responses to participate in the interview
were minimal, below 5%. The reason for non response was lack of time.
15 out of 20 responses from waiting area BA and BB (Hospital Seberang Jaya) were positive. They fo und the
waiting areas comfortable. 2 re spondents found it boring, 1 quiet, 1 fe lt hot and 1 said there was limited space.
Only 7 out of 20 respondents in waiting area AA and AB found the waiting areas comfortable, 7 respondents felt
that the w aiting areas were uncomfortable, 2 said that they had to be patient and wait for a long queue, 1 felt
crowded and another 1 felt the waiting area gloomy. Overall 22 out of 4 0 respondents (55%) were comfortable
with the waiting areas provided in the hospitals.
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Looking at the condition of the waiting areas, one of the attributes that gave rise to the feeling of comfort in the
waiting areas was the use of natural interior material finishes. The counter of both the main waiting areas in the
hospital used timber finishes in its design. In design, it is thought that wood is natural to residents which gives a
natural feelings that helps in the ways the patient handle stress in the waiting area. The sa me feeling is true for
natural stone finishes.

Fig 4.1a
Fig 4.1a & 4.1b:

Fig 4.1b
The use of natural material and colour at counters and ceiling area o f reception area gav e
warmth and pleasant environment making the respondents felt comfortable.

It is recommended that wood finishes be employed in moderation. According to Broman [6], preferences are for
knotty wood, and pointed out that higher lightness and the grain of wood are important, and the vitality of wood
surfaces have an effect. Previous research concluded that offices in which more wood was used gave immediate
impressions such as “comfort” and “ calmness.” Sak uragawa [7] claim ed that wood finishes st imulates gea ter
desire for calmness. His research reveals further that when there is greater proportion of wood finishes, it would
induced low desire for activities. On the other hand when there is absence of wood finishes, the ambiance would
stimulate greater desires for activities. The negative responses received were probably due to the openness of
the corridor used for the waiting areas; the lack of design and inappropriate arrangement of seat/benches and the
materials used; adhoc placement of notices; advertisements, reading materials and medical informations.
The floor finishes and colour used for the waiting area also contribute to the feeling of comfort. The floor used a
lighter shade of colour using white, cream and light gray tone. The e ffect is a pleasing and comfortable feeling
without too much of a distraction to the eyes for the pe ople waiting to b e seen by t he doctors. The texture was
smooth but not sli ppery. P eople w ere obse rved to w alk c omfortably on the s urface. Th is is in accordance to
Akalin-Baskaya and Yildrin [8] who showed that wrong materials choice will harm all the advantages aspects of
an interior since interior finishing materials affect the users by their visual, aural and thermal qualities [9].
However, the study is of t he opinion that the responses on the comfort of t he waiting areas is on a high side.
Malaysians a re humble, p olite and c ontented people who re adily expresses gratitude w ith t he free fa cilities
provided for them. Their responses might be on the polite side. Or they might not have been expose to a much
better health service facilities than the ones they had already experienced.
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Factors that may contribute to discomfort responded by the users of the waiting areas may be due to the typical
seating/bench arrangement. The injection moulded plastic chairs were used in the hospitals waiting areas, chosen
due to its cheaper alternative in the market. In term s of t he design outlook the semantic of the waiting chair is
quite simple and boring but yet to some extent practical in use. The dark blue colour was a bit t oned down and
gave a dull look to the waiting area although it is a cool colour which could calm down the worried patients and
families. Cool colours bring relaxation, calmness and assist in reducing blood pressure.
Comfort was the last thought in the choice of seats. It was observed that the least waiting time for a patient was
15 minutes and the waiting time could go up to 1 hour to 2 hours. Patients would change posture several times to
ease the discomfort. The discomfort was resulted from lack of postural variation permitted by a particular design
[10]. The chair certainly does not have any postural variation to re duce discomfort. Some patients would fold
arms or cr oss the ir legs in trying to ease the d iscomfort. U sually after 1 5 m inutes patients s tart to feel
uncomfortable and their reaction is to stand up and walk for a few steps.
When their n ames we re c alled, t he p atients se ating in the mi ddle ro w experience difficulty standing up and
walking because they have to w alk sideways in front of t he other seated patients. Lack of space allowances in
between the rows was the problem. The intended affordance was not me t. Poor design according to Blumberg
and Devlin [11], can lead to psychological stress which contributes to the feelings of hopelessness, anxiety and
frustrations in patients. S upportive design of physical features could reduce the stress. The arrangement of the
chairs and their influences on users experiences from the observation carried out in the waiting areas strongly
supported their findings.
Another major point in the observation was that users tend to find a seat where there is nobody in the nearest
seat. They would choose an alternate seat. When and only that is the available seat, the seat would then be taken
reluctantly. Lawson [4] attributed this behaviour as a stranger seated next to someone which actually within each
other intimate’s d istance. The sea ting arr angements are fo rcing s trangers to ‘interf ere’ with a nother s tranger’s
intimate distance.
Other factors of discomfort may be due to the lighting design, openness of the corridor ways, lack of privacy and
social interaction.
When interviewed on the im portant an d m ost des ired fe elings t hat respon dents w ould like to ex perience in a
waiting area, majority of the respondents responded to pleasant quality which relates to feeling of being pleasant,
comfortable, w arm hom e f eeling, a ttractive and c oziness qu ality (50.0%), tec hnical qua lity w hich r elates to
security-safety, functional and privacy (37.5%), and fee lings for interaction quality including customer services
(12.5%).
A descriptive analysis for e motional responses to explore perceived effective values [2, 12] w as carried out on
the design attributes of the waiting areas. Simple descriptive analysis was assumed to be sufficient at this stage
to e xplore t he affective qualities. Ta ble 3 sum maries th e freque ncy o f re sponses acc ording to the affective
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quality dimensions [2, 12]. It shows the corresponding waiting areas, the classification of responses according to
the overall perceived affective qualities (n = 110), the frequencies of responses, percentage to the total responses
and ex amples of the verbal expressions. The table shows t he dif ferent respo nses received a ccording to th e
affective quality dimensions on the corresponding characteristic and design features of the four waiting areas.
Table 3. Frequency of responses according to affective quality dimensions.
Corresponding
Waiting Areas
AA, AB, BA, BB
S
AA, BA, BB
AA, AB
BA, BB
AA, AB
AA, BA, BB

Affective qualities

Frequencies

%

Arousing
leepy
Relaxing
Distressing
Exciting
Gloomy
Pleasant

8
0
29
5
12
3
29

7.2
0.0
26.4
4.5
11.0
2.7
26.4

AA, AB

Unpleasant

24
110

21.8
100

Verbal Expression
Fresh, inviting, cheering
Calming, cozy, quiet
Unsecure, worried, stressful
Interesting, exciting
Cold, not personal, negative
Nice, home feeling, home
comfort
Hopeless, boring, monotonous

The dominant frequencies of responses on the waiting areas were in the relaxing and pleasant affective qualities
(both 26.4% respectively) found in waiting areas AA, BA and BB. Waiting areas BA and BB received exciting
(11.0%) affective quality. Waiti ng areas AA, AB rate the highest responses on the negative affective qualities
where it re ceived unpleasant (21. 8%), dis tressing (4. 5%) and g loomy (2. 7%) respo nses. A lthough low in
percentage, al l the w aiting a reas rec eived re sponses on the a rousing a ffective quality (7. 2%). The s tudy
concludes t hat waiting are as B A and BB i n Hospital Seberang Jay a re ceived m ore po sitive em otions t hat the
waiting areas AA and A B in Hospital Pulau Pinang, alt hough both have lots of design im provement ma de t o
increase the emotional satisfaction of the users.
5.

Discussions and Conclusion

The preliminary study attempted to explore the condition of the waiting areas of hospitals based on an affective
design perspective. The descriptive nature of the study carried out manually might be exposed to simplification
of the conclusion of the research work. Further research work using statistical tool to analyze the data is very
much recommended to better handle complex and numerous environments.
The respondents should be exposed to various design alternatives of waiting areas by showing images of these
alternatives before embarking in t he discussion an d in terview session t o in vestigate their inner feelings and
desired needs and em otions towards the w aiting ar ea experienced. A lthough t he re sponses w ere o ver 50%
positive, however du e to the l ack of ex posure to dif ferent al ternative de sign env ironment o f hospital wa iting
areas, the re sponses m ay be ques tionable. Generally u sers of the ho spital waiting areas desire a pleas ant
environment which is comfortable; warm, homely, attractive and cozy while getting the medical services from
the hospitals.
The findings of the research make original contribution to the status of the waiting areas in the two hospitals and
understand the affective values towards the physical environment of hospital environment.
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The environment is a powerful means, either negatively devastating or potentially health giving. It has profound
affects on the ir emotions a nd the ir consciousness. The choices are for us, the act ors to de cide t he p ossible
outcomes of the environment we create. The hospital waiting areas become critically important when we view
the environment as a healing environment. It can alienate and desensitize people, causes physical, psychological
and social problems. However it can have equally profound positive effects on us [1]. Further research should
be carried out to find out these positive effects on different age groups, gender and cultural differences.
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